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Executive Summary 

In this report, Voters Choose reviews the effects that First Past the Post 
(FPTP), also known as district-based elections, have had on California cities. For 
nearly a decade, lawyers and activists have forced local governments to change 
their electoral systems from Block Voting, also called at-large or citywide voting, 
to district-based elections.1 We call this a coercive method of reform because, 
most councils decide to implement this system not on the basis of their voters’ 
preferences, nor on their own views about it, but instead on the financial and 
legal pressures that reformers put on city governments. 

We find the following about district-based elections implemented 
coercively. First, not only could voters make only one choice in their district, but 
because around 2.5 fewer candidates ran in each district, First Past the Post also 
limited voters’ options. In addition, district-based elections were less 
proportional than Block Voting ones: 5.3% fewer votes were represented in the 
final electoral outcome. We could not even find any clear and significant 
increases in non-white representation after reform. Finally, while the coercive 
organizing for reform had a 31% negative effect on incumbents’ reelection rates, 
we have reason to suspect that that is not always a positive for communities. 
After all, this effect does not differentiate between “good” and “bad” politicians. 

Based on this mixed record, we find district-based elections less preferable 
to other electoral systems, particularly Rank and Add. Rank and Add is Voters 
Choose’s proposal for cities to improve competition, representation, and 
governability. Rank and Add allows cities to keep at-large systems because it 
makes them more representative than Block Voting, encourages more 
candidate choices, and gives candidates with broad appeal the best chance to 
win. Rank and Add would even improve district-based elections. Not only do 
candidates win by earning large swaths of the electorate’s support, but, in the 
places that use it today, Rank and Add has also historically increased voter 
turnout. These are critical reforms cities can use today to promote more public 
trust in their work. 

 

 

 

 

Background Information 

																																								 																				 	
1 For more information on Block Voting and the California Voting Rights Act, see “Background 
Information” in Foster et. al. “Reforming Elections in California.” Voters Choose.  
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Block Voting is a type of plurality voting for multiple seats. Voters can “check-
mark” as many candidates as are equal to the number of seats up for election, 
and the candidates with the most “check-marks” win.2 Block Voting has been 
challenged repeatedly through the threat of litigation. Advocates have cited the 
California Voting Rights Act in their demand letters because, in Block Voting, a 
sliver of voters- sometimes of one race- can fill all the seats and shut out political 
minorities from government.3 Cities that have kept their Block Voting system 
have had to pay $30,000+ in fees when the demand letter arrives, or pay millions 
more later in litigation damages.4 

First Past the Post (district-based elections) is a single-seat plurality form of 
voting.5 Simply put, voters mark one choice among candidates, and the 
candidate with the most votes wins.6 This is the remedy that the California 
Voting Rights Act proposes, adding the requirement that candidates have to 
live in the districts where they run.7 Districts have to be continuous, equal in 
population size, and voted upon by the incumbent city council. 

Scholarly research around electoral systems has created a set of widely-
accepted indices to measure the effects of different reforms. One is descriptive 
representation, or the degree to which elected officials identify as a member of 
salient social groups. At any one time, these descriptors include race, ethnicity, 
gender, sexual orientation, religion, and many others.8  

This representation sometimes, but not necessarily, overlaps with 
substantive representation. Substantive representation represents a link 
between the preferences and “interests” of a community group and the 
interests that elected officials serve while in power.9 Advocates of district-based 
elections have argued that this reform increases both forms of representation. 
Once the reform results in the creation of some majority-minority districts, the 

																																								 																				 	
2 Andrew Reynolds, Ben Reilly, and Andrew Ellis. Electoral system design: the new International IDEA 
handbook. (Stockholm: International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, 2008), 9.  
3 Kendrick Foster et. al. Reforming Elections in California. (Tustin, CA: Voters Choose, 2020), 2; George 
Pillsbury. “The Bias of At-Large Elections: How It Works.” Nonprofit VOTE, last modified August 16, 2017, 
accessed October 21, 2019. https://www.nonprofitvote.org/bias-large-elections-works. 
4 Jean Merl. “Palmdale officials settle lawsuit, agree to voting by district,” Los Angeles Times, May 6, 2015, 
accessed February 26, 2020. https://www. latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-palmdale-elections-lawsuit-
20150506-story.html. 
5 Reynolds, Reilly, and Ellis, Electoral System Design, 35-36. 
6 Reynolds, Reilly, and Ellis, Electoral System Design, 35. 
7 Marguerite Mary Leoni and Christopher E. Skinnell. The California Voting Rights Act. (Mill Valley, CA: 
Nielsen, Merksamer, Parrienello Mueller & Naylor, LLP), 2-3. 
8 David Lublin and Shaun Bowler. “Representation of Ethnic Minorities,” in The Oxford Handbook of 
Electoral Systems, eds. Erik S. Herron, Robert J. Pekkanen, and Matthew S. Shugart (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2015), 2. DOI: 10.1093/oxfordhb/9780190258658.013.26. 
9 Jane Mansbridge. “Should Blacks Represent Blacks and Women Represent Women? A Contingent 
‘Yes,’” The Journal of Politics 61, no. 3 (Aug. 1999): 628-657.  
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logic goes, minority communities will overcome the barriers of Block Voting to 
elect people who represent their interests faithfully.10  

Three other indices classify electoral systems by their ability to provide 
descriptive and substantive representation, and their ways of doing so. First, the 
effective number of parties is an election’s level of “real” political competition. 11 
This measure weighs parties (or candidates) by their relative vote share, where 
a larger value means more parties — or candidates— capture ever-greater 
shares of the vote.12 For example, the effective number of parties for federal 
American elections is near 2.0 because the small percentage of the vote that 
third parties earn does not factor in significantly to this measurement. 

The term proportionality stands for the link between parties’ votes and 
seats.13 Scholars have measured this concept through disproportionality, where 
an increase in this value lowers proportionality. In this report, we use Gallagher’s 
index,14 also known as the Least Squares index, because it treats over-
representation and under-representation evenly.15 This index ranges from 0, full 
proportionality, to 100, where candidates with no votes would win seats.16 

A final key concept is the incumbency advantage. This is the extent to which 
officials earn more votes when running for reelection, whether due to name 
recognition, previous experience, or some other factor.17 Research claims that 
First Past the Post in non-partisan elections gives a higher incumbency 
advantage to incumbents, relative to Block Voting. 18 Constituents know their 
incumbents more, and incumbents can gerrymander districts.  

However, in a situation where reform is happening coercively, we expect (and 
find) that First Past the Post actually brings reelection rates down. City councils 
that receive a demand letter are compelled to adopt First Past the Post quickly, 
regardless of any downsides they perceive. In some cities, the demand letter is 

																																								 																				 	
10 Lublin and Bowler, “Representation of Ethnic Minorities,” 3. 
11 The formula for calculating this measurement is N"/$ =

&
(()*/+*)

-.
*

. Here, N represents the effective 

number with regards to seats (S) in a legislature or votes (V) in a campaign. P represents the proportion 
of seats or votes (respectively) that each party i earned, over the total number of parties n. 
12 Michael Gallagher and Paul Mitchell, eds., The Politics of Electoral Systems (Oxford; New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), 602. 
13 Kenneth Benoit, “Which Electoral Formula is the Most Proportional?” A New Look with New Evidence,” 
Political Analysis 8, no. 4 (2000): 383. https://www.jstor.org/stable/25791620. 
14 Developed by Laasko and Taagepera. The formula for calculating this measurement is 

LSq = &
2
∗ (4

56& v5 − s5)2. Here, LSq is the index itself, v represents the proportion of votes each unit of 

analysis (e.g. party, candidate) earned in the election; s, the proportion of seats. 
15 Gallagher and Mitchell, eds., 602.  
16 Benoit, “Which Electoral Formula is the Most Proportional?” (2000): 383.  
17 Brian T. Gaines. “The Impersonal Vote? Constituency Service and Incumbency Advantage in British 
Elections, 1950-92,” Legislative Studies Quarterly 23, no. 2 (May 1998): 174.  
18 John M. Carey and Matthew S. Shugart. “Incentives to Cultivate a Personal Vote: A Rank Ordering of 
Electoral Formulas,” Electoral Studies 14, no. 4: 422, 425, 431. 
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the only factor that leads a city to adopt a reform proposal, even when some 
councilors or organizations there have advocated for districts for a long time. 
This process reduces incumbents’ ability to learn how campaigning and other 
features work under new rules, which makes them less likely to win in the next 
election. 

The next section discusses the methods we used to analyze the effects of 
FPTP on these measures. They helped us learn that FPTP elections in 
California limit competition without improving representation. For a 
description of the data we used in our methods, see Appendix 1. 

Methods 

We modeled our analysis on the basis of current political science research, in 
the form of several statistical tests. First, we performed what is called a post-
match difference of means t-test, which matches cities that reformed from 
Block Voting to First Past the Post with cities that never changed away from 
Block Voting.19 This “t-test” lets us observe the effect of reform “directly,” by 
comparing the change in our outcome variables between the treatment (Tr) 
and control (C) groups. The effect of reform is only statistically significant if we 
prove the alternative hypothesis true. This means the change in the outcome 
variables of interest pre- and post-reform is significantly different from any 
changes occurring in the control group. It looks like this: 

𝑁𝑢𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑟?@AB − 𝑇𝑟?CD − 𝐶?@AB − 𝐶?CD = 𝜇& − 𝜇2 = 0 

𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝑇𝑟?@AB − 𝑇𝑟?CD − 𝐶?@AB − 𝐶?CD = 𝜇& − 𝜇2 ≠ 0 

Equation 1: Form of Statistical Tests 

We set out to see if any variables disproved the null hypothesis; that is, whether 
there were effects different from 0 in a statistically-significant way.  

Second, to strengthen our conclusions, we did a post-match difference-in-
difference (“DiD”) OLS regression. This measures the variables that the first test 
deemed significant results.20 The DiD test allows us to control for factors that 
coincided with reform but were year-specific or place-specific effects. For 
example, cities that reformed in 2018 might have had fewer candidates running 
for office in the first post-reform election than control cities because it was a 
congressional midterm election, and not because the reform made it easier for 
people to run for office. Thus, the DiD test minimizes the chance that factors like 
these explain the effect of reform, and allows us to include “covariates” 

																																								 																				 	
19 Loren Collingwood and Sean Long. “Can States Promote Minority Representation? Assessing the 
Effects of the California Voting Rights Act,” Urban Affairs Review (2019): 11. 
20 Collingwood and Long (2019); S.G. Donald and K. Lang. “Inference with difference-in-differences and 
other panel data,” The Review of Economics and Statistics 89, no. 2 (2007): 221-233. 
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(characteristics of each city) as controls in the regression.21 That is in case 
demographic or political qualities of the city are the true reason why cities have 
significant differences in these political and election outcomes.  

 Generally, the regression will take the following form: 

𝑌 = 𝛽R + 𝛽& ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝛽U ∗ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝛽V ∗ 𝑋X + 𝜀 

Equation 2: DiD Regression 

Y represents each outcome, like the percent of non-white candidates elected. 
Time controls year-specific factors by measuring pre-reform [Time=0] and post-
reform [Time=1] differences in b1. Treatment controls city-specific effects by 
measuring control [Treatment=0] and treatment [Treatment=1] differences in 
b2. b3 captures the true treatment effect in this case, by comparing the post-
reform treatment values to 0 (the null hypothesis, that there is no effect). Then, 
Xk stands in for all the covariates k, and bx is the effect that each might have on 
the outcomes. b0 is a constant term, and e captures any error in the model. 

To match the treatment and control cities, we used an algorithm that 
determined which cities came closest on covariates that we thought could 
influence our findings. These covariates included the percentage of White, 
Black, Asian, and Hispanic residents; a log-adjusted city population level from 
the California Department of Finance; and the percent Democratic, percent 
Republican, and percent Independent populations from the Secretary of State’s 
15-Day Report of Registration. We also included geographical coordinates to 
control for any local-level conditions these characteristics ignore, like region-
specific politics. Finally, we included the rate of single- and multi-unit housing 
from the California Department of Finance to approximate income and wealth 
in each city. After all, a higher percentage of single-unit housing indicates a 
higher degree of wealth in the city. We utilized data from the 2010 Census 
because all the treatment cities reformed around that time or shortly 
afterwards.22 

With these conditions, 72 cities fell in the treatment criteria, and before the 
matching took place, 205 cities were potential “controls.” Appendix 2 has all the 
reform cases we analyzed and the 72 cities that ultimately matched. Of these 
144 cities, 24 cities have had at least two elections since the time they adopted 
district-based elections. The rest reformed their systems in 2018, the last year in 
which we had data for this study. After that, we performed a number of 
statistical tests to ensure that the matching procedure “balanced” city 
characteristics in the treatment and control group. These tests determined the 
outcomes we could ultimately study and analyze properly in this report. To see 

																																								 																				 	
21 Collingwood and Long, 12. 
22 Collingwood and Long, 19.  
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which ones did not work, and how the tests operate, please take a look at 
Appendix 3. For now, we move on to discuss the results we could analyze. 

Results 

Our first results came from our first test, the t-test. Thirteen variables satisfied 
the standards of the tests we performed in Appendix 3, and Table 1 displays the 
results of the analysis on these variables. The Mean column reports the size of 
the difference, the Std. Dev. column reports the standard deviation in the data 
around the mean, the N column reports the number of matched pairs, and the 
p-value column reports whether these values are statistically significant. P 
values report how compatible the evidence we gathered is with the null 
hypothesis (i.e. that there is no effect), so small p-values indicate that the results 
are statistically significant. 

Table 1: First Past the Post Difference of Means T-Test Summary Statistics 

 Mean Std. Dev. N p-value 

Re-Election Rates -0.31 0.87 72 0.00*** 

White Re-Election Rates -0.27 0.88 72 0.01*** 

Candidates -0.20 4.35 72 0.70 

Effective Number of Candidates 0.05 3.26 72 0.90 

Effective Candidacies by District -2.47 3.24 72 0.00 

Disproportionality      5.34 16.24 72 0.01*** 

Racial Disproportionality     6.40 24.14 72 0.03*** 

White Candidates    -1.63          39.52     72         0.72 

Hispanic Candidates     0.98         33.26     72          0.81 

White Representation    -2.43          50.29     72         0.68 

Non-White Representation     2.66         48.02     72         0.64 

Log Expenditures     0.05          0.23     10         0.10* 

   ***p < 0.01; **p<0.05; *p < 0.1 

Figure 1 plots the coefficients of the five significant outcomes for the 
treatment and control groups, pre- and post-reform:23  

																																								 																				 	
23 Collingwood and Long, 13. 
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Figure 1: Difference of Means Coefficient Plot (FPTP) 

The “Pre-Shift” point stands for the outcome’s level in the election right 
before reform, and the “Post-Shift” point stands for the level right after reform. 
For example, 59% of incumbents won re-election pre-reform in treatment cities, 
while that figure was 67% in control cities. After the switch occurred, reelection 
rates dropped to 30.35% in the treatment municipalities, a decrease of 37.35 
percentage points; while the rate for control cities slightly increased (69.09%). 
Assuming the treatment city would have had the same change in reelection 
rates, their incumbency rate would have been 77.08%. The causal effect we 
bracket represents the difference between the counterfactual outcome and the 
actual result,24 which in this case is a decrease of 31% in re-election rates.  

Afterwards, we performed the post-match difference in difference OLS 
regression on the 13 variables. Most of the results were the same, but one 
variable, the level of expenditures, changed and was not statistically significant 

																																								 																				 	
24 Collingwood and Long, 19.  
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under this test. Table 2 shows the regression for expenditures, with the 
coefficient and the standard error in parentheses.25 

Table 2: Log Expenditures Difference-in-Difference OLS Regression (FPTP) 

 Model 1 (Base) Model 2 (Covariate) 

Treatment -0.216 (0.257) -0.106 (0.072) 

Time 0.013 (0.022) 0.013 (0.033) 

Treatment X Time 0.053 (0.033) 0.053 (0.046) 

Log Population  1.268*** (0.084) 

Pct. Black  -0.032*** (0.014) 

Pct. Hispanic  -0.013** (0.006) 

Pct. Asian  -0.016*** (0.006) 

Pct. Republican  -0.033*** (0.012) 

Pct. Independent  0.025 (0.023) 

Median Age  0.018 (0.012) 

Pct. Single-Unit Housing  0.023** (0.010) 

Pct. Multi-Unit Housing  0.023** (0.010) 

Constant  1.170 (1.302) 

N 288 288 

R-squared 0.034 0.959 

Adj. R-squared -0.046 0.940 

Chi-square 1.396 (df=3) 127.340*** (df=12) 

 ***p < 0.01; **p<0.05; *p < 0.1 

Overall, the tests showed few benefits from reforming to First Past the Post 
from Block Voting. First, while the (effective) number of candidates stayed 
essentially the same post-reform citywide, Table 1 shows about 2.5 fewer 
candidates were competitive at the district level. Figure 1 shows that voters go 
from choosing about 4-5 candidates every election cycle to around 2. In cities 
where few candidates run for office, FPTP could make elections very 
uncompetitive, and make voters more apathetic about government. 

																																								 																				 	
25 The tables of the regressions from the other four variables, which remained statistically significant with 
and without controlling for the city characteristics, are in Appendix 4. 
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Uncompetitive elections do not lead to high turnout;26 and civic engagement 
will likely suffer as well. 

Second, disproportionality increased (by about 5.3%), meaning there was a 
larger discrepancy between votes and seats with FPTP, compared to Block 
Voting. Even if fewer candidates run in districts, dividing the city into districts 
increases the likelihood that fewer voters will be able to vote any of their 
preferred candidates into office. This effect is being multiplied across districts, 
meaning more voters go unrepresented after FPTP reform. 

Third, the effects of coercive reform affected reelection rates. A 31 percentage 
point decrease in reelection rates translates to approximately 1 out of 3 extra 
incumbents losing their seats after reform occurs. In part, this shows that the 
incumbency advantage can persist through institutional change. But this also 
indicates that incumbents have adopted a proposal that will likely work against 
their chances of reelection. 

An effect that was noticeably absent was any statistically-significant change 
in white or non-white representation. One might expect, for example, that since 
the reform ousted white incumbents, new non-white representatives could 
potentially fill those seats in majority-minority districts. However, it seems new 
white incumbents win and keep representation the same. Figure 2 illustrates 
white and non-white representation over time in the treatment and control 
cities, up to two elections after reform occurred: 

Figure 2: First Past the Post Representation Trends 

																																								 																				 	
26 Gary W. Cox, Jon H. Fiva and Daniel M. Smith. “The Contraction Effect: How Proportional 
Representation Affects Mobilization and Turnout,” The Journal of Politics 78, no. 4 (2016): 1249-1263. 
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Another claim one could test is that district elections lower campaign costs 
and expenditures for individual candidates, who must compete for fewer votes. 
FPTP advocates claim that, even if a district is very competitive, the money 
spent will not compare to the costs candidates will generally save when they 
limit their campaigning to a smaller segment of the community. Unfortunately, 
while candidates’ campaign financial records exist, Voters Choose does not yet 
have the capacity to compile them. However, we want to highlight that this is a 
claim we will eventually test, because it remains unsubstantiated.  

Conclusion 

Our research shows that First Past the Post has not improved elections in 
California. Instead, it has given voters fewer choices and less power, while 
politicians from the same groups win and remain unaccountable. Booting one 
set of incumbents out of power does little for a community when the elected 
officials are held less accountable by the system. 

That unaccountability, we found, comes in several forms. First, because the 
effective number of candidates decreases in each district, each politician goes 
from competing with, on average, four people to one other person. Even if this 
decreases campaign costs, low levels of competition can polarize voters 
between two choices or, worse, leave seats uncontested. Second, because votes 
have less of a direct relationship with who wins in districts (i.e. because 
disproportionality went up by 5.3%), politicians owe their wins to fewer voters. 
This means that less of the city will be satisfied with the winner, and that city 
councilors will make policies for the benefit of fewer people. And since minority 
representation and fiscal measures do not end up changing significantly, the 
change in reelection rates likely does not inspire confidence from voters. After 
all, it is fair to expect politics to change when a new electoral system results in a 
lot of incumbents leaving or losing their seats. 

Grassroots organizers fighting for unrepresented peoples could do more if 
they advocated for a system that puts power in the hands of all voters. Rank and 
Add empowers voters and community groups because its design promotes fair 
and free competition. When voters can rank candidates, the chances increase 
that someone they voted for will win the election, which means proportionality 
should be greater than First Past the Post or Block Voting. The effective number 
of candidates should also be similar to other citywide electoral systems. Then, 
from a candidate’s perspective, every community now can potentially deliver 
some support, even in a 4th or 5th place ranking. This incentive may end up 
decreasing racial polarization in communities, where councilmembers 
represent broader and more-diverse parts of their city substantively. At the very 
least, candidates will have an incentive to be positive campaigners and to 
encourage every citizen to vote. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Data and Conditions 

Our data primarily come from the California Data Election Archive.27 This 
archive contains California election results from 1996-2018 for city council races. 
Each race includes the city, the election year, the number of seats and 
candidates, candidates’ names and votes, their incumbency status, and the 
winner(s) of the race. We used candidates’ first and last names to generate 
values (called Bayesian statistics) that gave reasonable predictions about 
candidates’ race and gender. Afterwards, we used the incumbency status value 
to calculate a re-election rate variable, and used the vote totals and seat totals 
to create variables for the effective number of parties and disproportionality (by 
candidate, by race, and by gender). We wanted to illustrate exactly how 
representation (or the lack thereof) may work in practice. That includes the way 
that candidates organize campaigns, the translation of votes into seats, or 
simply the number of candidates running for office.  

We merged this CEDA dataset with three other datasets to ensure we could 
study all key outcomes. The first was an annual population estimate that the 
California Department of Finance created using the American Community 
Survey (ACS) and the Housing Unit Method. The second compiled voter 
registration data from 2000-2018 listing the 15-day Report of Registration (and, 
in 2000, a 29-day one). The California Secretary of State uses this to count 
registered voters and their party affiliations. The third contained data reports of 
city fiscal year budgets from FY 2003-2018, distributed by the California 
Department of Finance. It included taxes collected, revenues, expenditures, and 
other public spending figures. The goal was to track these values as a signal of 
whether substantive representation changed after reform- whether electing 
new people, to the extent that happened, actually resulted in changed policies.  

Lastly, we put a few conditions on our data to make the results useful. First, 
we excluded cases where the mayor is elected directly by the city because these 
single-seat positions were not affected by the litigation. Second, we only 
analyzed cities that elect people “on-cycle,” meaning their elections coincide 
with presidential and midterm elections. “Off-cycle” cities vary tremendously in 
the date they host their election, so it is difficult to say definitively that there is a 
distinct (lesser, greater, etc.) effect that reform may have on these places. Some 
cities changed their electoral date to match the “on-cycle” cases, and we 
excluded those cities, too. 

																																								 																				 	
27 Center for California Studies, Institute for Social Research, and Office of the California Secretary of State. 
California Electoral Data Archive, distributed by Institute for Social Research, Sacramento State 
(California: Secretary of State, 2019). http://hdl.handle.net/10211.3/210187.  
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Finally, we only studied cases of cities that reformed coercively, because we 
believe this strategy had a significant effect on reelection rates. But that meant 
we excluded cases where cities reformed without pressure from a demand 
letter, or where city councils did not vote for the proposal at all. For example, we 
excluded the cities of Hanford and Highland because Hanford reformed 
voluntarily without a demand letter in 1994, and Highland never took a city 
council vote- it was forced by court injunction to adopt a district map.28 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																								 																				 	
28 Committee on the Judiciary, United States House. Voting Rights Act: Section 5 of the Act—History, 
Scope, and Purpose, Serial No. 109-179, Vol. 2, October 25, 2005, 109-1 Hearing. (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan, 2006); Sandra Emerson. “Highland, Yucaipa set for by-district council elections in November,” 
Redlands Daily Facts, June 18, 2016, accessed February 20, 2020. https://www.redlandsdailyfacts.com/ 
2016/06/18/ highland-yucaipa-set-for-by-district-council-elections-in-november/.  
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Appendix 2: Treatment and Control Cities 

 Table 3 lists all the treatment and control cities, the year the treatment 
cities reformed their elections, the matching city, and the year of reform. 

Table 3: First Past the Post Treatment and Control Cities 

 City, St Tr Match Tr Yr 
1 Anaheim, CA 1 Ontario 2016 
2 Atwater, CA 1 Gilroy 2018 
3 Banning, CA 1 Moorpark 2016 
4 Buena Park, CA 1 Laguna Hills 2018 
5 Carlsbad, CA 1 Fillmore 2018 
6 Cathedral City, CA 1 Rocklin 2018 
7 Chino, CA 1 Coachella 2018 
8 Chino Hills, CA 1 Lincoln 2018 
9 Citrus Heights, CA 1 Rancho Santa Margarita 2018 
10 Coalinga, CA 1 Rancho Cordova 2018 
11 Concord, CA 1 La Mesa 2018 
12 Corona, CA 1 Chico 2018 
13 Costa Mesa, CA 1 Simi Valley 2018 
14 Dana Point, CA 1 Atascadero 2018 
15 Dixon, CA 1 Newman 2016 
16 Eastvale, CA 1 Taft 2018 
17 El Cajon, CA 1 Brea 2018 
18 Encinitas, CA 1 Paradise 2018 
19 Escondido, CA 1 La Habra 2018 
20 Folsom, CA 1 Imperial Beach 2018 
21 Fontana, CA 1 San Jacinto 2018 
22 Fremont, CA 1 Pittsburg 2018 
23 Fullerton, CA 1 Aliso Viejo 2018 
24 Galt, CA 1  Calimesa 2018 
25 Garden Grove, CA 1 West Sacramento 2018 
26 Hemet, CA 1 Roseville 2016 
27 Hesperia, CA 1 Shafter 2018 
28 Indio, CA 1 San Clemente 2018 
29 Isleton, CA 1 Plymouth 2018 
30 Jurupa Valley, CA 1 Huntington Beach 2018 
31 Kerman, CA 1 Colusa 2018 
32 King City, CA 1 Delano 2016 
33 Kingsburg, CA 1 Montclair 2018 
34 Lake Elsinore, CA 1 Laguna Niguel 2018 
35 Lake Forest, CA 1 El Paso de Robles 2018 
36 Lemoore, CA 1 Tustin 2018 
37 Lompoc, CA 1 Fairfield 2018 
38 Los Baños, CA 1 Palm Desert 2018 
39 Martinez, CA 1 Firebaugh 2018 
40 Menifee, CA 1 Redding 2012 
41 Menlo Park, CA 1 Alameda 2018 
42 Morgan Hill, CA 1 Brentwood 2018 
43 Murrieta, CA 1 Beaumont 2018 
44 Oceanside, CA 1 Westminster 2018 
45 Oxnard, CA 1 Camarillo 2018 
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46 Patterson, CA 1 Grand Terrace 2016 
47 Placentia, CA 1 Selma 2018 
48 Porterville, CA 1 Thousand Oaks 2018 
49 Poway, CA 1 Adelanto 2018 
50 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 1 Irvine 2018 
51 Redlands, CA 1 Manteca 2018 
52 Reedley, CA 1 La Quinta 2018 
53 Riverbank, CA 1 Imperial 2018 
54 San Buenaventura, CA 1 Richmond 2018 
55 San Juan Capistrano, CA 1 Mission Viejo 2018 
56 San Marcos, CA 1 Perris 2018 
57 Santa Maria, CA 1 Yuba City 2018 
58 Santa Rosa, CA 1 Santa Paula 2018 
59 Santee, CA 1 National City 2018 
60 Stanton, CA 1 Canyon Lake 2018 
61 Tehachapi, CA 1 San Luis Obispo 2018 
62 Temecula, CA 1 Napa 2018 
63 Tulare, CA 1 Antioch 2018 
64 Turlock, CA 1 Victorville 2014 
65 Twentynine Palms, CA 1 Ridgecrest 2018 
66 Upland, CA 1 Santa Clarita 2018 
67 Vacaville, CA 1 Cypress 2018 
68 Visalia, CA 1 Rialto 2018 
69 Vista, CA 1 Apple Valley 2018 
70 Wildomar, CA 1 Fountain Valley 2016 
71 Yucaipa, CA 1 Yorba Linda 2018 
72 Yucca Valley, CA 1 Coronado 2018 
73 Adelanto, CA 0 Poway 2018 
73 Alameda, CA 0 Menlo Park 2018 
75 Aliso Viejo, CA 0 Fullerton 2018 
76 Antioch, CA 0 Tulare 2018 
77 Apple Valley, CA 0 Vista 2018 
78 Atascadero, CA 0 Dana Point 2018 
79 Beaumont, CA 0 Murrieta 2018 
80 Brea, CA 0 El Cajon 2018 
81 Brentwood, CA 0 Morgan Hill 2018 
82 Calimesa, CA 0 Galt 2018 
83 Camarillo, CA 0 Oxnard 2018 
84 Canyon Lake, CA 0 Stanton 2018 
85 Chico, CA 0 Corona 2018 
86 Coachella, CA 0 Chino 2018 
87 Colusa, CA 0 Kerman 2018 
88 Coronado, CA 0 Yucca Valley 2018 
89 Cypress, CA 0 Vacaville 2018 
90 Delano, CA 0 King City 2016 
91 El Paso de Robles, CA 0 Lake Forest 2018 
92 Fairfield, CA 0 Lompoc 2018 
93 Fillmore, CA 0 Carlsbad 2018 
94 Firebaugh, CA 0 Martinez 2018 
95 Fountain Valley, CA 0 Wildomar 2016 
96 Gilroy, CA 0 Atwater 2018 
97 Grand Terrace, CA 0 Patterson 2016 
98 Huntington Beach, CA 0 Jurupa Valley 2018 
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99 Imperial, CA 0 Riverbank 2018 
100 Imperial Beach, CA 0 Folsom 2018 
101 Irvine, CA 0 Riverbank 2018 
102 La Habra, CA 0 Rancho Cucamonga 2018 
103 La Mesa, CA 0 Concord 2018 
104 La Quinta, CA 0 Reedley 2018 
105 Laguna Hills, CA 0 Buena Park 2018 
106 Laguna Niguel, CA 0 Lake Elsinore 2018 
107 Lincoln, CA 0 Chino Hills 2018 
108 Manteca, CA 0 Redlands 2018 
109 Mission Viejo, CA 0 San Juan Capistrano 2018 
110 Montclair, CA 0 Kingsburg 2018 
111 Moorpark, CA 0 Banning 2016 
112 Napa, CA 0 Temecula 2018 
113 National City, CA 0 Santee 2018 
114 Newman, CA 0 Dixon 2016 
115 Ontario, CA 0 Anaheim 2016 
116 Palm Desert, CA 0 Los Baños 2018 
117 Paradise, CA 0 Encinitas 2018 
118 Perris, CA 0 San Marcos 2018 
119 Pittsburg, CA 0 Fremont 2018 
120 Plymouth, CA 0 Isleton 2018 
121 Rancho Cordova, CA 0 Coalinga 2018 
122 Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 0 Citrus Heights 2018 
123 Redding, CA 0 Menifee 2012 
124 Rialto, CA 0 Visalia 2018 
125 Richmond, CA 0 San Buenaventura 2018 
126 Ridgecrest, CA 0 Twentynine Palms 2018 
127 Rocklin, CA 0 Cathedral City 2018 
128 Roseville, CA 0 Hemet 2016 
129 San Clemente, CA 0 Indio 2018 
130 San Jacinto, CA 0 Fontana 2018 
131 San Luis Obispo, CA 0 Tehachapi 2018 
132 Santa Clarita, CA 0 Upland 2018 
133 Santa Paula, CA 0 Santa Rosa 2018 
134 Selma, CA 0 Placentia 2018 
135 Shafter, CA 0 Hesperia 2018 
136 Simi Valley, CA 0 Costa Mesa 2018 
137 Taft, CA 0 Eastvale 2018 
138 Thousand Oaks, CA 0 Porterville 2018 
139 Tustin, CA 0 Lemoore 2018 
140 Victorville, CA 0 Turlock 2014 
141 West Sacramento, CA 0 Garden Grove 2018 
142 Westminster, CA 0 Oceanside 2018 
143 Yorba Linda, CA 0 Yucaipa 2016 
144 Yuba City, CA 0 Santa Maria 2018 
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Figure 3 shows all the cities we analyzed on a map, marked and shaded 
according to the grouping they represent for the study. Circles represent 
“treated” FPTP cities, whereas the crossed white squares denote “control” Block 
Vote cities. 

Figure 3: California’s Sample Electoral System Reforms Mapped 
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Appendix 3: Robustness Tests for the Analysis 

Balance Tests 

For both the difference of means t-test and the difference-in-difference OLS 
regressions, it is important that the city characteristics we gathered as 
covariates are roughly the same after we perform our matching procedure 
(called nearest neighbor matching). Table 4 shows post-match covariate 
balance statistics between the “treatment” group and the matching “control” 
cities, and demonstrates that no characteristics are different between groups 
to a statistically-significant degree:  

Table 4: FPTP Post-Match Balance Table, City-Level Covariates 

 Control Treatment Absolute Diff. T-Stat p-value 

logpopulation 4.65 4.75 0.11 -1.60 0.11 

pctwhite 58.36 55.41 2.95 1.17 0.24 

pctblack 3.86 3.27 0.59 0.95 0.34 

pctasian  29.68 33.93 4.25 -1.77 0.08 

pcthispanic 8.11 7.39 0.72 0.51 0.61 

pctdem  38.46 37.01 1.45 0.85 0.40 

pctrep  37.90 39.00 1.10 -0.67 0.50 

pctind  19.01 19.25 0.23 -0.41 0.68 

medage 35.49 34.39 1.10 1.27 0.20 

latitude 35.38 35.10 0.28 0.83 0.41 

longitude -119.02 -118.82 0.20 -0.63 0.53 

Rate_Single 81.04 81.64 0.60 -0.85 0.40 

Rate_Multiple 23.03 22.86 0.17 0.10 0.92 

Note: Statistical significance is at the a=0.05 level. 

Exogeneity Tests 

To properly perform the post-match difference-in-difference OLS regression, 
we tested the parallel trends assumption. This is a key element for conducting 
this analysis when people inside an institution are changing that institution’s 
rules, including city councilors.29 The parallel trends assumption requires that, in 
the post-treatment time period, the outcome variable of interest would have 
																																								 																				 	
29 Donald and Lang 2007. 
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“trended” in the same direction across both the control and the treatment 
groups, were it not for the treatment effect.30 That assumption, which we try to 
verify by looking at the way the treatment and control groups are trending 
before reform occurred, is what allows us to say our tests are meaningful 
assessments of the policy’s effect. 

The plots in Figures 4 and 5 visualize the variables that had parallel trends 
pre-reform, where the groups have similar slopes in the period before the 
vertical line. We gathered data on the outcomes of interest three elections 
before reform took place (T-2, T-1, Pre-Change), and two elections afterward 
(Post-Change, T+2).  

 

 

Figure 4: Parallel Trends Tests (Block Vote to FPTP) 

																																								 																				 	
30 Collingwood and Long 2019, 13. 
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Figure 5: Parallel Trends Tests (Block Vote to FPTP) (Continued) 
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Unfortunately, some of the variables violated the parallel trends assumption, 
and therefore could not be meaningfully tested in this study. These include 
female representation and female re-election rates, which is a big missing gap 
for us because district-based elections have uncertain effects on female 
candidacies. Majority-minority districting might improve the chances for non-
white women to win election, but since women do not live in one area of the 
city, at-large elections might afford women more chances to earn female 
citizens’ votes. Figure 6 displays all the plots that violated the parallel trends 
assumption: 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Violations of the Parallel Trends Assumption (First Past the Post) 
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Appendix 4: Significant Difference-in-Difference OLS Regressions 

The following tables confirm that four variables remained statistically 
significant after the difference-in-difference OLS regression analysis. This means 
that, even when including city characteristics and factoring out time- and place-
specific features of the reform environment, cities that reformed their elections 
saw decreases in reelection rates (including those of white candidates) and in 
the effective number of candidates at the district level, and increases in 
disproportionality.  

Table 5: Difference-in-Difference OLS Regressions (FPTP) 

 Re-Election Rate  White Re-Election Rate 
 Model 1 

(Base) 
Model 2 

(Covariate) 
Model 1 

(Base) 
Model 2 

(Covariate) 
Treatment -0.080 

(0.067) 
-0.080 
(0.070) 

-0.010 
(0.068) 

0.09 
(0.068) 

Time 0.021 
(0.073) 

0.021 
(0.076) 

-0.002 
(0.070) 

-0.002 
(0.073) 

Treatment X Time -0.307*** 
(0.099) 

-0.0307*** 
(0.103) 

-0.27*** 
(0.095) 

-0.27*** 
(0.098) 

Log Population  0.019 
(0.056) 

 0.032 
(0.052) 

Pct. Black  0.001 
(0.007) 

 0.003 
(0.007) 

Pct. Hispanic  0.001 
(0.004) 

 -0.001 
(0.004) 

Pct. Asian  -0.002 
(0.003) 

 -0.007*** 
(0.003) 

Pct. Republican  0.002 
(0.003) 

 0.003 
(0.003) 

Pct. Independent  0.001 
(0.009) 

 0.007 
(0.007) 

Median Age  -0.001 
(0.006) 

 -0.003* 
(0.002) 

Pct. Single-Unit 
Housing 

 0.004 
(0.006) 

 0.001 
(0.004) 

Pct. Multi-Unit 
Housing 

 -0.001 
(0.002) 

 -0.003* 
(0.002) 

Constant 0.670*** 
(0.047) 

0.244 
(0.645) 

0.545*** 
(0.047) 

0.491 
(0.533) 

N 288 288 288 288 
R-squared 0.141 0.153 0.089 0.180 
Adj. R-squared 0.132 0.116 0.079 0.144 
Chi-square 43.6651*** 

(df=3) 
47.675*** 

(df=12) 
26.765*** 

(df=3) 
57.066*** 

(df=12) 
    ***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.1 
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Table 6: Difference-in-Difference OLS Regressions (FPTP), Continued 

 Disproportionality  Effective Candidates  
by District 

 Model 1 
(Base) 

Model 1 
(Base) 

Model 1 
(Base) 

Model 2 
(Covariate) 

Treatment 5.232*** 
(1.415) 

-0.085 
(0.304) 

-0.085 
(0.304) 

-1.869 
(2.004) 

Time 0.999 
(1.144) 

0.437 
(0.288) 

0.437 
(0.288) 

0.568 
(1.921) 

Treatment X Time 5.340*** 
(1.989) 

-2.472*** 
(0.387) 

-2.472*** 
(0.387) 

6.401** 
(3.060) 

Log Population    4.838** 
(2.037) 

Pct. Black    0.226 
(0.216) 

Pct. Hispanic    0.363** 
(0.155) 

Pct. Asian    0.292*** 
(0.087) 

Pct. Republican    -0.004 
(0.102) 

Pct. Independent    -0.106 
(0.324) 

Median Age    -0.189 
(0.223) 

Pct. Single-Unit 
Housing 

   -0.274* 
(0.164) 

Pct. Multi-Unit 
Housing 

   -0.106 
(0.084) 

Constant 25.317*** 
(0.925) 

4.711*** 
(0.211) 

4.711*** 
(0.211) 

10.384 
(21.044) 

N 288 288 288 288 
R-squared 0.200 0.221 0.221 0.209 
Adj. R-squared 0.192 0.212 0.212 0.175 
Chi-square 64.377*** 

(df=3) 
71.761*** 

(df=3) 
71.761*** 

(df=3) 
67.663*** 

(df=12) 
   ***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.1 


